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ABSTRACT

The thermohydraulic transient simulation of an entire LMFBR system is,
by Its very nature, complex. Physically, the entire plant consists of many
subsystems which are coupled by various processes and/or components. The
Characteristic integration timesteps for these processes/components<can vary
over a wide range. To improve computing efficiency, a multiple timestep scheme
(MTS) approach has been used in the development of the Super System Code (SSC).
In this paper: (1) the partitioning of the system and the ttmestep control
are described, and (2) results are presented showing a savings in computer
running time using the MTS of as much as five times the time required using a
single timestep scheme. '

Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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SUMMARY

The thermohydraulic transient simulation of an entire LMFBR system is,

by its Mery nature, complex. Physically, the entire plant consists of many

subsystems which are coupled by various processes and/or components. Mathe-

matically, each subsystem constitutes a set of differential equations with

appropriate boundary conditions. The connections between different subsystems

are made through interface conditions. The characteristic integration time-

steps involved for the various processes/components in a system-wide simulation

can vary over a wide range.

The numerical integration in time of the entire system may be carried out

in various ways. Two such integration strategies, geared to digital computer

applications, are: (1) integration of all variables at a common timestep (i.e.,

a single timestep scheme, STS), or (2) integration of various processes/compo-

nents at different timesteps (i.e., a multiple timestep scheme, HTS).

The MTS method has been applied in the development of the Super System Code

(SSC), a thermohydraulic system transient simulation code for LMFBRs. The first

operational version of SSC is designated SSC-L,' * for loop-type LMFBRs. In

this paper: (1) the partitioning of the system and the timestep control are

described, and (2) results are presented showing the savings in computer run-

ning time achieved by using the MTS method.
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The range of characteristic integration timesteps encountered for the

various components/processes modeled ir a system-wide simulation can vary con-

siderably. One integration strategy which can efficiently accommodate these

widely varying timestaps is the multiple timestep scheme (MTS). In this

method, various portions of the overall system are advanced at different

timesteps, all being controlled, however, by a master clock.

The specific application of the MTS to SSC-L is based on physical consid-

erations. The components/processes are partitioned as follows:

(1) loop hydraulic calculations;

(2) in-vessel sodium energy and coolant dynamic calculations;

(3} in-vessel fuel heat conduction and power generation calculation's;

(4) steam generator energy and water-side hydraulic calculations, and

(5) loop energy calculations.

In conjunction with this partitioning, the five resultant timesteps are

forced to adhere to a rigid timestep hierarchy. In this manner, they are made

slave to a master clock timestep. To provide for the automatic control of the

five separate timesteps, certain accuracy, numerical stability, and interface

condition criteria must be established. The accuracy and numerical stability

criteria apply to the specific integration method(s) used in each section. The

Interface criteria apply to the boundary conditions connecting the five sec-

tions to each other. Automatic control of the tiiresteps to ensure numerical

stability Is handled within each integration scheme, wherever appropriate, and
(2)the user is allowed no control over these criteria. ' However, the accuracy

criteria provided within the SSC-L code enable the user to select the degree of

accuracy one desires for the various system variables being integrated. These

relative accuracy limits are used such that any variable being integrated in
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any of the five transient sections Is^not allowed to change, In a relative

sense, by more than the specified limit during any timestep. ^

The five SSC-l transient sections are coupled together through various In-

terface conditions at component/processboundaries. Some Interface conditions

Involve variables which have already been computed (I.e., already advanced/

updated In time) at the point in the execution logic when they are required.

The remaining Interface conditions Involve variables whose advanced/updated

values have not yet been computed at the point they are needed. Only these

latter ("unknown") Interface conditions need to be considered in establishing

the Interface condition criteria. Whenever any Interface condition falls to

pass Its consistency test, the entire system time advancement Is Interrupted.

The solution automatically reverts back to the end of the previously completed

master step and the master clock timestep Is decreased substantially.

To demonstrate the benefit gained by using the MTS Instead of the ST5,

comparisons were made by running SSC for various CRBR system configurations and

whole-plant transients. The results of just one comparison are presented in

this summary.

In this case, the core region is simulated by one average channel, and

the three physical loops by two simulated loops. This configuration Is typical

of that used to simulate an operational transient (e.g., loss of one pump).

Figure 1 shows CDC 7600 Central Processing Unit (CPU) machine time requirements

for using SSC to simulate six minutes of a pump coastdown transient (with re-

actor scram).

As seen, the £PU time to simulation time ratio (CSR) is large Initially for

both the MTS and STS methods. This occurs since the system variables are In-

itially changing rapidly and small timasteps are required everywhere. As the
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ystem equilibrates, the CSR decreases. For the MTS case, the CSR drops below

.0 at 270 seconds. For the first 100 seconds, the ratio of STS time to MTS

•ime is above 5.0. This ratio is still 3.0 at 360 seconds.

In summary, a multiple timestep scheme for handling the numerical time

ntegration has been employed in the development of SSC. The method has been

roven efficient and results in computer running time savings by as much as a

actor of five over that required by a single timestep scheme. The specific

ethodology implemented in SSC is applicable to any analysis where a wide range

:f characteristic integration timesteps for the various processes/components.

xists. It should be noted, that when the characteristic timesteps in the system

re comparable with each other, the MTS method automatically reduces to the STS

ethod.
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